
          A STUDY ON THE READABILITY
         OF THREE COMPOSITION MODELS

                                         by W. D. C!ine

    A eommon teaehing approach is that recognition usually

precedes production. This implies that in a composition
course, reading often precedes writing. As Arapoff stated,
".., obviously students have to know what writing is before
they can be expected to produee it..."i More reeently,
Krashen has stated, "It is reading that gives the writer the
"feel" for the 1ook and texture of reader based prose,"2 Many

teachers have observed that students who are good readers
are usually good writers. Beeause of the relation between
reading and writing, models have long been used in teaching

writing. Models are usually short passages, paragraphs,
essays, or extracts from longer works which students can
read as examples of "what writing is." Models can be used in

a number of ways ranging from being intensively studied and
analyzed in class to being left for the students to use at

their own diseretion.

    At a recent workshop, "Teaching Expository Prose," Dr.
Nieholas J. Teele diseussed a number of issues concerning the

teaching of eomposition to Japanese students. Dr. Teele
recommended that low level vocabulary be used in teaching

students to read paragraphs. He stated that students may
eonfuse the difficulty of the words in a model with the
diffieulty of writing in a partieular pattern of organization. 3

     The relationship between reading and writing and Dr.
Teele's remarks led to a studY of three composition models
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used at Osaka Jogakuin Junior College. Two of the models
studied were for seeond year students and the other model
was for first year students. The second year composition
textbook, Effective Writing: Methods and Examples, was the
source for the model, "Energy Crisis."4 Chatterbox
1983-1984, a collection of essays written by second year

students the previous year, was the source of the passage,
"Shining Stars."5 The third model came from an exercise out

of Evergreen: A Guide to Basic Writing, the first year
composition textbook. The study of these three models was
done to gain insight into the degree of ease or diffieulty that

they might present to students.

     The first two mode!s were studied for readability using a

cloze test technique. This teehnique was presented in the

Temple University course, "TESOL Methods and Materials,
Part II: Reading and Writing."6 The proeedure is to take a

passage of at least 250 words, leave a lead-in sentence intact,

and delete every fifth word following, giving a total of 50

blanks worth two points eaeh in scoring. Thus, a maximum
seore would be 100. The test determines three levels of
reading. The first is recreational, meaning that students can

read the material on their own without help. The second level

is instruetional, meaning that the students need the help of a

teaeher with the material. The third level is frustration,

meaning that the students will have sueh difficulty with the

passage as to cause frustration. Two methods of scoring were

given. In exact word scoring, only the exact word from the
original passage is eounted as correct. In any acceptable
word seoring, which is less reliable, any word whieh can
appropriately fill a blank is aeeepted. The scoring is:
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                   ExactWord ALu}y-{A}!lslgE!s}g!g!!g!:gtblWd

   Recreational 53 or above 60 or above

   In struetional 52 - 44 59- 51
   Frustration 43 or below 50 or below

     "Energy Crisis." from Effective Writing and "Shining
Stars," from Chatterbox were selected for this test beeause

both passges had the required number of words, followed the

same method of development, and were far enough ahead of
the students' plaee in the texts that it was unlikely that the

students had previewd them. It was expeeted that "Energy
Crisis" would be in the frustration level and that "Shining
Stars" would be in the recreational level.

     The cloze tests were prepared so that one student would
have "Energy Crisis" on the first page and "Shining Stars"
on the second page; the next student would receive the tests

in opposite order. On October 22, 1984 the tests were given

to 19 students in seeond year eomposition elass, IId. The
students were given 30 minutes time to complete the two
tests. Al! of the students were able to complete the first page

of their tests, but a number Qf them did not have time for

comp!eting the second page. In eomputing the test results it

was deeided to eliminate tests which had not been completed
into the last paragraph. The results for completed tests were:

                          "Shining Stars" "Energy Crisis"
                           (17 students)                                           (13 students)

                                42                                             • 22Exact Word Mean
Scoring Average 42.4 19.4
Any Aceeptable Mean 53 25Word Seoring Average 55.8 25.7
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     Using these mean and average seores indieated that
aecording to exact word sconing, both "Shining Stars" and

"Energy Crisis" were in the frustration level of reading
difficulty. By using any aceeptable word scoring, "Shining
Stars" was in the instructional level of difficulty while
"Energy Crisis" remained in the frustration level of reading
difficulty.

    Another way of looking at these results is to examine the

number of students who were in each reading level. The
following two charts indicate the number of students who
scored in each level of reading difficulty according to both

methods of seoring.
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    In personal conversation, John
was a basis for these cloze tests of

tests are only a rough guide. Dr.
students have had praetice with cloze

Haskell, whose research
readability, said that the

Haskell also said that if

 tests, they are likely to
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score better. In the ease of these tests, the students were

only given a brief explanation and example before doing the

tests. Another point to consider in using these scores, is

that the students were limited to thirty minutes time with a

number of them not finishing or not having time to review
their work. There is a good•chance that if the students who
took these tests had been given more practice with cloze tests

and more time on these partieular tests, they might have
seored higher. Nevertheless, sinee ai1 the students took the
tests under the same constraints, there is a basis here for a

relative comparison between the two passages. It should be

eonsidered that while 13 students were able to complete
"Energy Crisis," 17 students were able to eomp!ete "Shining

Stars." These results indicated that "Shining Stars" was more

difficult than expected but confirmed the difficulty expeeted

of "Energy Crisis."

     The third passage studied for readability came from the

first year composition textbook, Evergreen. Evergreen focuses

on paragraph writing skills and therefore, lacks passages of

250 words or more until ehapter 14, which the students study

towards the end of the year. To study a passage prior to
chapter 14 required the use of a different method of analysis

than the cloze technique, since the eloze technique would not

be as aceurate with a shorter passage. This third model was
analyzed in a similar fashion to that used by Rivers and
Temperley to show, "How an unfamiliar text appears to a
Student . t, 7

     In this method of analysis, a reading passage is
compared with a vocabulary list representing the words that
students should know. Words in the reading passage which do
not appear in the vocabulary list are deleted. These deletions
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prevent the teaeher from reading words-that the students
haven't learned. The passage than reveals to the teaeher just

those words that the students are supposed to know.

     The first model passage in Evergreen was used as an
example. All the words and one idiom were whited out which

did not appear in the vocabulary lists of a representative
high sehool reader.8 According to Rivers and Temperley,

the teacher should, "... get the feeling their students may
have on being confronted with this text for the first time."

    a. The summer gave ladiesaehance to their
           hands. On the ,chickens and
         in their own fat and ina whose
    in the family likea . However, every true
       artist could her to the delight and of the
    town, Orange eakes and dark brown
           choeolate stood layer to layer with iee-white

    and light brown . Pound eakes with their
    !Ng!g!tSt and small children could no more the
    than their mothers could slapping the stieky fingers.

    Proven fi$hermen and weekend sat on the of
    trees at the pond. They pulled the struggling and the

       from the water. A of young girls scaled
    and cleaned the catch and busy women in
     and rolled the fish in meal, then dropped them in

       trembling with fat. On one eorner of the clearing a

        group was rehearsing. Their ,packed as as
         , over the music of the country sin rs and
    melted into the songs of the small children's !l!}g-g{}g!gg•

    Maya Angelou, I Know Why the Caged Bind Sings. 9
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     The underlined words in the above passage would likely

cause problems for the students, too. The underlined words
appear in a form or compound that was not used in the
reader. An example of this is the word, "fat," which appears

in the above passage as a noun but was used in the reader

as an adjective.

     Aecording to Cynthia B. Watson, the following are
reasons that most ESL teachers would agree upon for using

eomposition models: '
     1) Models provide exposure to the lexical items,
     struetural patterns, and eonventions of the target
     language at al1 levels of diseourse; in partieular, they

     take us beyond sentenee level; 2) They demonstrate
     many modes of rhetorical organization and stylistie
     variety, related to variables sueh as comrnunieative

     purpose and anticipated audience; 3) They are,
     especially when authentic rather than composed to order,

     windows onto eulture in its widest sense, revealing
     customs, values, assumptions, and attitudes toward the

     world and man as percevied by speakers of the target
     language.iO

Ms. Watson goes on to ask, though, "How much of this input
ean students actually take in, uti!ize, and incorporate in their

own work?"
     Given the global relationship between reading and
writing, it would be unreasonable to expeet that composition
students could gain all of their competence in writing from
their textbook models alone. While the present study is limited

in seope, it points especially to the need to be sensitive to

our students' reading ability when we use models with them.

If the reading level of a model is sueh that students are
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frustrated and eannot comprehend the meaning, then there is
even less ehance for the students to "take in, utilize, and

incorporate" the input in their- writing. Thus, the teaeher

should try to better mateh eomposition models with the
reading ability of students.
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